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Delicious and wholesome vegan slow cooker recipes right at your fingertips! This is a must-have for

any vegan (FREE BONUS INCLUDED)KINDLE UNLIMITED READERS can read this book for

FREE!Looking for some great-tasting vegan recipes to impress yourself, family and friends? No

pantry is complete without some good slow cooker recipes, especially when it comes to being

vegan. There are so many amazing vegan slow cooker recipes!Vegan: The Vegan Slow Cooker

Cookbook - Delicious, Savory Vegan Recipes for Your Slow Cooker will give you instant access to

over 40 vegan slow cooker recipes so you can get started today.PLUSâ€¦ there's a FREE BONUS

inside, for a limited time only -- so download the book today!Hereâ€™s what one reader thought of

the book:"One of the best cook book I've read. I was trying to find something new until I foundthis!

This book showcases new vegan recipes... It also talksabout the benefits we can achieve by using

the slow cooker." - Spencer, reader on *NO RISK GUARANTEE:*Iâ€™m very confident youâ€™ll

like this book, but if you read it and feel that it does not deliver the value promised, you can simply

email my publisher (contact info inside this book) and weâ€™ll issue a 100% refund to you.Ready to

find your favorite vegan slow cooker recipes? DOWNLOAD now to get started!
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This book is a wonderful piece of that collection and I can't wait to try more of the recipes, because

they all meet exactly what I'm looking for. It describes what potential foods cause specific types of

cancer, heart disease, liver, prostate cancer, diabetes and a myriad of other diseases. The reader

will find out exactly what this diet entails, with the author providing many recipes for breakfast, lunch

and dinner! Plus snack recipes and recipes for making vegan sauces and condiments! Truly a great

guide in providing a healthier way of life for yourself and your family. A great collection of recipes

that can quite happily be eaten by non vegans too. It is really handy being able to carry them on the

Kindle as I am rather overwhelmed with books in my house! I am looking forward to trying some of

the combinations for sweet dishes.

This book is informative and well written. I read this book and learn how we can become more

healthier and can achieve fitness goals without compromising the vegan lifestyle. There are given

different recipe in detail. These vegetables are very useful for your health. Recommended this book

to all. I have tried some recipes and these were easy to cook and delicious in taste. Highly

appreciate author.

Using a slow cooker is a great way to save time and still prepare a nutritious meal. You can

assemble the meal and put it in the slow cooker in a few hours dinner will be ready without much

mess or many dishes to clean. A slow cooker uses a lot less energy compared with a standard oven

and just because you are saving time and money doesn't mean you are sacrificing taste.

Vegetables cooked in a slow cooker can absorb stocks and spices, giving them fuller flavors. Jenny

Walker did a great job writing this book and I unquestionably enjoyed all the delicious vegan recipes

that are included. I really recommend it.

I'm very new on vegan and I have read few books on this but I found this book very helpful than

other.In this book a large collection of recipes, so you can eat with pleasure by non-vegetarians.This

book is very easy to read and follow.After reading this book, I know why such a good slow cooker

used for our vegetarian dishes especially takeout pizza, since I have not been able to use it for

cooking. This vegetable is very useful for health.recommend the book to everyone. I tried a few

recipes and taste and it was simply delicious food. Strongly recommended!!

For me its not easy to come up with vegan dishes. Most probably it would be a green salad in my



case. Inside this book there are 5 categories of recipes - vegan chilli, curries, favorites, and soups.

This gave me many options to choose from. I wish there were a mouthwatering image to

accompany the recipes, it will make this book seem more complete. Nevertheless the recipes were

very easy to understand. The ingredients, their quantities and directions are very neatly written. This

is a rather supportive book for all who want to go vegan but think it does not have much to offer.

Vegan diet is one of the healthy lifestyle you ought to choose from. I have tried some of the recipes

here even though I am not vegan amd they are absolutely stunning and delicious. I love how the

book is created making it colorful and appealing to the eye. This is one of my criteria in purchasing

cookbooks like the food it should be appetizing from the looks up to the time I taste it.

I cannot fathom the importance and relevance of a slow cooker. This book teaches me that yes, a

slow cooker has a lot of benefits. It convinces me why it is a good idea to invest in one. It convinces

me to use it for cooking especially since I am not into takeout food and pizza. I love to cook and I

love to cook for the girlfriend.

slow cooker normally very helpful for making healthy recipes where you will get maximum

nutrition.This book has perfect healthy recipes for vegetarian people for breakfast ,lunch and

dinner.For each recipes there is information about its ingredient , method of preparation and time

required for each recipe. I would recommend this book for vegetarian people who loves slow cooker

recipes.
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